
14th Sunday in Ordinary Time 
St. Matthew 11:25-30 

"Come to me all who labor and are burdened." 

Earlier in the week, the homily was developing an understanding on why sharing the 
Lord’s yoke and burdens brings us “rest.” How can “rest” come from letting Jesus 
share his yoke of burdens with us? 

When we share with the Lord the yoke of service, we discover our true identity, our 
true purpose in life and the meaning of our life. This discovery of our identity in Christ 
and our purpose as his disciples brings “a divine rest” from chasing after all the false 
identities and shallow purposes. Discovering our true self in Christ puts an end to the 
heart’s restlessness. Obsessive and frantic work for what cannot satisfy comes to a 
halt. 

That is where the homily seemed to be heading until I saw the news story out of 
Murrieta, California. Earlier this week around 150 protestors from that community 
blocked the road preventing buses carrying 140 immigrants from reaching their 
destination. These immigrants were in the custody of the Federal government for 
illegally entering our country and were approaching a federal processing station 
nearby. Waving American flags and holding placards of hostility and shouting among 
other mantras “Go back home,” “USA,” and “We don’t want you,” Murrieta area 
citizens blocked the road and the buses had to turn around. 

Were these citizens concerned because the buses carried known terrorists planning 
destruction to our nation? Or were these buses halted by the crowd believing they 
carried drug cartel enforcers about to commit horrific crimes in their communities? 
The answer to both these questions is a resounding “NO”! The citizens of Murrieta, 
California were well aware the occupants on these buses were almost exclusively 
women and children. 

Most of the immigrants had fled their own countries, escaping violence from vicious 
gangs operating with impunity in their localities. Over the past few weeks, over 52,000 
unaccompanied minors from Mexico and Central American nations have crossed over 
the border primarily through Texas. We can assume many more of these adolescents 
and children died along the way before ever reaching our border. It is a massive 
humanitarian crisis, one of many humanitarian crisis exploding all over the planet 
these past several months. 

The issue of immigration reform is extremely complex with complicated moral 
questions and concerns on all sides of that debate. There are no easy answers, nor 
does any one side have a monopoly of moral truth. For example, both questions of 
“should these women be allowed to stay?” or “should they be deported?” have moral 
truths on all sides. 

But the actions of these local protestors should be condemned from every Christian 
pulpit in this nation, especially every pulpit where this gospel passage was proclaimed 
which means at least every pulpit in a Catholic church. 

The mayor of Murrieta praised his fellow citizens for refraining from violence. That no 
physical violence occurred is a credit to all sides of this confrontation. But the 
shouting of angry slogans to people already terrified is a violence all its own. Those 
frightened women and children could only have been further scarred by their actions. 

Those citizens forming that mob scene inflicted a great violence to their own souls as 
well. These citizens may have legitimate grievances and they have every right to focus 



their anger on to their elected officials and to collectively seek a redress of their 
grievances. They had every right to gather in their town parks or streets and march, 
make speeches and even pray for relief. 

But focusing their rage onto people guilty only of illegally crossing a nation’s border for 
their families’ safety and security, manifests the darker side of the human condition. 
This is a primordial darkness, fueled by fear. This ancient darkness divides 
communities into those welcomed and those despised, fosters violence towards the 
“other,” and left unabated can darken the soul with an all-consuming hate. 

Please know that these citizens of Murrieta are no different from anyone else including 
and perhaps especially me. Given the right set of circumstances and the same 
sequence of events and anyone of us might react in just the same way. But though we 
are all capable of it does not mean we can justify, minimize, or rationalize that ugly 
behavior. 

These humanitarian crises across our globe are the fruits of many dark hostilities. 
Collectively across the face of the earth, over 51 million people have been forced from 
their homes primarily because of war, civil violence and collapse of the rule of law. 
This is the first time since the end of World War II that number has exceeded 50 
million people. 

These figures are not merely humanitarian crises. These refugees and the sources of 
their forced removal from their homes constitute the number one moral crisis of our 
day. Pope Benedict XVI indicated this in his papal teaching on the Eucharist. “We 
cannot remain passive before certain processes of globalization which not infrequently 
increase the gap between the rich and the poor worldwide. We must denounce those 
who squander the earth's riches, provoking inequalities that cry out to heaven (cf. Jas 
5:4). 

“For example, it is impossible to remain silent before the ‘distressing images of huge 
camps throughout the world of displaced persons and refugees, who are living in 
makeshift conditions in order to escape a worse fate, yet are still in dire need. Are 
these human beings not our brothers and sisters? Do their children not come into the 
world with the same legitimate expectations of happiness as other children?’ The Lord 
Jesus, the bread of eternal life, spurs us to be mindful of the situations of extreme 
poverty in which a great part of humanity still lives: these are situations for which 
human beings bear a clear and disquieting responsibility… This challenges humanity's 
conscience…” 

Many believe that Pope Francis’ focusing on the issues of poverty are a “new direction” 
for Catholicism. But the quote above from Pope Benedict XVI can show this flows from 
papal teaching all the back to the Lord himself. 

“Come to me all who labor and are burdened and I will give you rest.” The Lord’s 
words are all about welcoming any and all of us especially when we are wounded or 
broken physically, emotionally, spiritually, or driven from our homes. They are 
amazing words originating from the depths of Jesus’ heart and soul. They are spoken 
by the one born in a manger, raised in poverty, rejected by his own hometown and 
journeying to Jerusalem to certain death. 

“Take my yoke upon you and learn from me, for I am meek and gentle of heart.” The 
Lord carried our burdens to Calvary. There he transformed an instrument of torturous 
darkness and agonizing death into a source of grace filled love and life eternal. When 
we share the Lord’s yoke of generous service and care and when we will learn from 



him, we will with Christ transform the dark hostility of our world into the light of 
hospitality. 

The Lord’s invitation to come to him is all about creating and shaping human 
communities on the foundation of all humanity’s wounds, first and foremost the Lord’s 
own wounds. Our wounds transformed by his become sources of compassion for 
others. 

Governments can offer assistance in the name of all its citizens, but governments 
cannot create community. Only people in their daily lives can do that. 

The citizens of Murrieta, California had a choice between offering the busloads of 
people a touch of human compassion, or the darkness of lonely hostility. We witnessed 
the choice they made under the guise of patriotic flag waving and shouting “USA, 
USA.” 

The gospel is the antidote for the dark hostility raging across our planet. But the 
gospel is useless unless those who profess to believe live those beliefs in everyday life. 

 


